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Introduction

Bilingual Mental Lexicon

Psycholinguistic studies posit non-selective access in the bilingual mental

lexicon i.e, the parallel activation of the bilingual’s two languages. [15, 2]

There exists a combined integrated cognitive space in which competition

between grammatical elements from each language is inevitable. [9, 16, 3]

Borrowing

Borrowing involves the transfer or incorporation of lexical items originating

from a donor language (LD) into the discourse of a target language (LR).

[7, 4, 10]

There is a strong dispreference for the borrowing of inflectional morphology

from one language into another.

(1) German-English [9, p.521]

Die werden gedraftet von einer High School
They are drafted from a high school
‘They are drafted from a High School’

(2) Igbo-English [10, p.102]

Ha chang-iziri ihe niile
They chang-PAST thing all
‘They changed everything’

Pennsylvania Dutch

PD is a North American language that has been in close contact with American

English over the past 240 years. It is most similar to the dialects of the southeastern

Palatinate Germany. There has been an attested increase of lexical borrowing into

PD from 17-30% between the 1880s and 1990s. [8]

Pennsylvania Dutch Participles

Weak verbs: have no vowel change

(umlaut), take g(e)-t as the participle

inflection.

Strong verbs: unpredictable vowel

changes except in their nonfinite and

present tense forms, take g(e)-e as the

participle inflection.

Infinitive Participle

schiwwere gschiwwert

schmoke gschmokt

dreiwe gedriwwe

weare gwore

Methods

1. Manually skimmed and pulled out verbs with an ENG designation from

volumes of The Comprehensive Pennsylvania German Dictionary [1].

2. Omitted 1) verbs for which no participle was listed, 2) semantic loans

(extensions), and 3) loan translations (calques)

3. Coded for ...
Initial segment (C/V) of ENG root

Prefixed or bare verb in PD

Participle exponency in PD (weak/strong)

Corresponding participle exponency in ENG (regular/irregular)

Research Question

What factors determine when the English participle stem is integrated into the

Pennsylvania Dutch participle instead of the English nonfinite stem?

(Preliminary) Results

Initial Segment of the English Stem

Whether the initial segment of the English stem is a consonant or vowel does not

influence the exponency of the English stem when inflected as a participle in PD.

Prefixed or Bare Status of the PD Verb

Whether the PD verb has a prefix or not does not influence the exponency of the

English stem when inflected as a participle in PD.

Regularity (weak/strong) of PD and ENG participles

Whether the English participle is regular or irregular seems to influence the expo-

nency of the English stem when inflected as a participle in PD.

Additionally, the regularity of the English participle seems to align with the

weak/strong exponency of the PD participle.

PD weak PD strong

ENG regular
schiwwere/gschiwwert

‘to shiver/shivered’

ENG irregular
tietsche/getietscht weare/gwore

‘to teach/taught’ ‘to wear/worn’

Theoretical Assumptions

We assume a realizational, late-insertion framework of morphosyntax. [5, 6]

We assume a distinction between roots and stems.

root: smallest abstract primitive unit

stem: a root and its syntactic categorizer

We assume the existence of bipartite morphemes that allow for a circumfix vocab-

ulary item. [11]

Distributed MorphologyAnalysis

Regular ENG - Weak PD (gschiwwert)

PTCP

v
√
shiver

√
shiver ↔ /SIvô/

v ↔ Ø

PTCP ↔ /g@/…/t/ / (elsewhere)

Irregular ENG - Strong PD (gwore)

PTCP

v
√
wear

√
wear ↔ /weô/

v ↔ Ø

PTCP ↔ /g@/…/@/ / _ ROOTirr _

/weô/ ↔ /woô/ / [PTCP]

Spanning Analysis

This analysis requires the use of the Superset Principle [12] for matching.

Regular ENG - Weak PD (gschiwwert)

PTCP1

v
√
shiver

v
√
shiver

↔ /SIvô/

PTCP1 ↔ /g@/…/t/

Irregular ENG - Strong PD (gwore)

PTCP2

PTCP1

v
√
wear

PTCP1

v
√
wear

↔ /woô/

PTCP2 ↔ /g@/…/@/

Conclusion & Implications

The regularity of the English (LD) participle influences the exponency of the

shared verb as a PD (LR) participle.

Spans [13] are the optimal target for lexical sharing in the bilingual lexicon. [14]

Evidence for the bilingual lexicon as a shared and integrated cognitive space.

Exponency of shared spans and subsequent inflection depends on the activated

language mode of the bilingual speaker.
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